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반다지 is a modern take on historical Korean chest
There are two types of bandaji, this version is 1/2 
size version, where the box and legs are each 1/2 of 
the height. It comes with blue doors and a red latch. It 
is handmade with solid Monterrey Pine and Maple wood, 
and features two interior wiggle shelves that are 
removable for a large center space. It was designed for 
storing clothes, blankets, kitchen ware, etc. Legs are 3” 
thick solid wood and removable. 

Care and Misc Info
Your Bandaji is handmade from all solid 
wood, and is coated in multiple layers of 
a water resistant finish. To avoid water 
damage wipe it down when it gets wet. 
DO NOT DRAG the Bandaji to move it. 
Pick it up with 2 people on either side and 
place it in desired location. If you drag 
it you will damage the legs. The doors 
are solid, but do not slam them. Treat it 
nicely and it will treat you nicely :)

Install Instruction
1. You will need at least 2 people for this!
2. Unpack your Bandaji carefully. Inside the chest you
will find the 4 legs and 2 shelves.
3. Place Bandaji on its back on something soft like a bed
or couch. On bottom you will see where to screw legs in.
4. Gently insert and screw legs. Hand tight is fine. Do not
screw in too tight or you may damage the screw or box.
5. Turn box over, insert shelves, and enjoy :)


